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Editorial

Model-driven provisioning of application services in hybrid computing
environments✩
1. Introduction
Today, Small and Medium Business Enterprises (SMEs), governments, and universities face accelerated business change, more intense domestic and global competition and increased IT demands.
They try to meet new demands through rapid implementation of
innovative and inclusive business models while at the same time
lowering IT barriers. These demands call for a dynamic computing
model that supports rapid innovation for services and their delivery. Cloud computing [1–3], which can be an important component
of such a model, is a recent advance wherein IT-related functionalities (e.g., CPU, applications, storage, network, etc.) are provided
‘‘as a service’’ to end-users under a usage-based payment model.
In a Cloud computing model, end-users (such as SMEs, governments, and universities) can leverage virtualized application services probably on the fly based on fluctuating requirements and,
in doing so, they avoid worry about infrastructure details such as
where these resources are hosted or how they are managed. The
new computing environment, buoyed by recent advances in the
Cloud computing, has resulted in hybrid computing environments
comprised of virtualized resources, applications, usage-based payment models, and networked devices. The benefit of such an environment is efficiency and flexibility, through creation of a more
dynamic computing environment, where the supported functionalities are no longer fixed or locked to the underlying infrastructure. This offers tremendous automation opportunities in
a variety of computing domains including, but not limited to,
e-Government, e-Research, e-health and e-Business.
Resource provisioning means the selection, deployment, and
run-time management of software (e.g., database servers, loadbalancers, etc.) and hardware resources (e.g., CPU, storage, network, etc.) for ensuring guaranteed performance for applications.
The diversity and flexibility of the IT functionalities (dynamically
shrinking and growing computing systems) offered by the evolving hybrid environments, combined with the magnitudes and uncertainties [4] of its components (application workload, resource
failure, and malicious activity), pose difficult problems in effective provisioning and delivery of application services. Computing systems managing hybrid environments must deal with the
highly transient behaviours of end-users (e.g., arrival pattern, profile, etc.), resources (e.g., availability, performance, reliability, etc.),
and networks (e.g., bandwidth, throughput, latency, etc.), all of

✩ This special issue compiles seven technical contributions that significantly
advance the state-of-the-art in model-driven provisioning of application services
in hybrid computing environments.

which can be difficult to predict. The problem is further complicated by ever-increasing scale, performance, and energy saving requirements.
To counter these challenges, there is need to develop analytical
models for each component that operates as a part of hybrid
computing environments. These models will be important because
they allow adaptive system management by establishing useful
relationships between high-level performance targets (specified
by operators) and low-level control parameters that system
components can control or monitor. Consequently, there is a need
to develop models for predicting behaviour and performance of
different types of applications services and resources to adaptively
transform service requests. Broad range of analytical models and
statistical curve-fitting techniques such as multi-class queuing
models and linear regression time series can be applied for this
purpose. These models will drive and possibly transform the inputs
to a service provisioner, which will improve the efficiency of the
system. Such improvements will better ensure the achievement
of performance targets (e.g., response time, throughput, fairness,
etc.), while reducing costs due to improved utilization of resources.
It will be a major advancement in the field to develop a robust and
scalable system monitoring infrastructure to collect real-time data
and re-adjust these models dynamically with a minimum of data
and training time. We believe that these models and techniques
are critical for the design of stochastic provisioning algorithms
across large hybrid environments where resource availability is
uncertain.
The rest of this editorial paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the research challenges associated with
provisioning applications in hybrid computing environments;
Section 3 summarizes the research contributions that were
accepted for this special issue; Section 4 concludes the paper with
some future remarks.
2. Research challenges
The diversity and flexibility of the IT functionalities (dynamically shrinking and growing computing systems as shown in Fig. 1)
considered by hybrid computing environments, combined with
the magnitudes and uncertainties of its components (e.g., workload, cloud resources, end-users, etc.), pose difficult problems in
effective provisioning and delivery of applications. Most applications consist of multiple components such as directory infrastructure, identity management, and databases. As shown in Fig. 1,
these components are consolidated in a central location inside
the enterprise data centre. Any attempt to migrate application
component from enterprise premise to public Cloud environment
is extremely complicated. In particular, following research challenges [5–8] must be overcome if hybrid computing systems have
to become primetime.
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Fig. 1. An example hybrid computing environment consisting of enterprise specific private Cloud and its integration with public Clouds such as AWS, Azure, etc. Key to
realizing hybrid computing environment is the design and development of ‘‘Hybrid Provisioner’’ software system. The main functionalities that Hybrid Provisioner needs to
support includes: (i) end-to-end application data security and compliance; (ii) network QoS optimization via traffic compression, TCP optimizations, and de-duplications;
(iii) easy-to-use portal interface for interacting with cloud resources and application components; and (iv) application QoS optimization while handling uncertainties.

— Application-centric QoS Optimization: There are a number of
technical challenges related to hosting applications in hybrid
computing environments consisting of in-house and public resources. Existing in-house application components (see Fig. 1)
need to be significantly re-engineered in order to properly
inter-operate with the virtualized Cloud resources. Mainly,
technical challenges involved with porting in-house application components to cloud resources (such as CPU resources
and appliance images), while ensuring that Quality of Service
(QoS) targets are met under uncertainties. These challenges [8]
include optimized cloud resource selection, configuration,
deployment, monitoring, and control. Moreover, techniques
required for efficiently porting applications to a hybrid environment depend on the application type, purpose, QoS targets, and
Service Level Agreement (SLA). Notably, QoS targets vary across
application types. For example, QoS targets for e-Research
applications are different from static, single tier web applications (e.g., web site serving static contents) or multi-tier applications (e.g., on demand audio/video streaming). Based on
application types, there is always a need to manage QoS and
SLA differently.
Future research efforts also need to focus on the development of models for forecasting end-user behaviours to understand their effect on application components in terms of CPU,
storage, I/O, and network bandwidth requirements. These models will allow the Hybrid Provisioner to better understand workload demands to improve resilience to uncertainties. Further,
private and public Cloud resource QoS models need to be developed that allow the provisioner to predict the effects of a provisioning schedule (e.g., type and mix of cloud resources that
host application components such as web servers and database
servers) on QoS targets. These models will help us understand
and predict what mixes of private and public cloud resources
are most suitable for hosting the given application types.
— Scalable QoS Monitoring: Since the components (e.g., web server,
database server, storage resources, identity management system, etc.) that contribute to hybrid computing environments

are distributed, there is a need to develop monitoring techniques that can scale to large system size while gracefully
dealing with network, resource, and application component
uncertainties. We claim that centralized approaches to QoS
monitoring are not an appropriate solution due to concerns of
scalability, performance, and reliability arising from the management of multiple application component queues and the
expected large volume of service requests. The research challenge here is what type of network model (e.g., hierarchical,
unstructured peer-to-peer, structured peer-to-peer [9,10], etc.)
should be applied in architecting QoS monitoring services such
that it scales with increase in application size (number of components), hybrid computing service pool (number of CPU resources provisioned), and workload patterns (e.g., number of
application users, request rate, etc.).
— End-to-End Security and Privacy: Integrating a public cloud computing environment to on-premise computing environment
will result in application data flow [11] via the public Internet. Hence, it is mandatory to develop techniques that can
ensure security and privacy of data during transit as well as
at rest (e.g., stored over a storage resource such as AWS S3
or AWS RDS). Though traditional firewalls can be applied in
this case, defining and maintaining optimal chaining rules may
impose challenging scenarios. As cloud environments and onpremise computing resources run on independent networks, it
may cause incompatible network policies and unaligned IP addressing.
— Easy-to-Use Portal Interface: It is clear that hybrid computing environments will span multiple physical boundaries [11]. Management of application components must be made independent
of the physical cloud of the hosting resource (in-house or public cloud). Hence, there is a need to develop application provisioning portal interfaces that allow seamless access and administration of applications in the way regardless of whether
its components are hosted on-premise in-house or in the public cloud data centre. The portal should expose web-based
interfaces for deploying resources, selecting application components, integrating components, configuring automated storage backups, etc. It should hide the nuances of the underlying
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virtualization environments, heterogeneous resource configurations and abstractions. From the end-user perspective, the
system and application should behave as though they are still
being delivered via on-premise enterprise data centre.
3. Summary of contributions
In this section, we present the summary of the papers that were
accepted for publication in this special issue that address some of
the challenges discussed earlier.
For Cloud-based services to support enterprise class production
workloads, Mainframe like predictable performance is essential.
However, the scale, complexity, and inherent resource sharing
across workloads make the Cloud management for predictable
performance difficult. As a first step towards designing Cloud
based systems that achieve such performance and realize the
service level objectives, Rahul, Francesco, Vijay, and Kishore in
their paper titled ‘‘Modelling and Performance Analysis of Large
Scale IaaS Clouds’’ develop a scalable stochastic analytic model for
performance quantification of Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
Cloud. Specifically, they model a class of IaaS Clouds that offer
tiered services by configuring physical machines into three
pools with different provisioning delay and power consumption
characteristics. Performance behaviours in such IaaS Clouds are
affected by a large set of parameters, e.g., workload, system
characteristics and management policies. Thus, traditional analytic
models for such systems tend to be intractable. To overcome
this difficulty, they propose multi-level interacting stochastic submodels approach where the overall model solution is obtained
iteratively over individual sub-model solutions. By comparing with
a single-level monolithic model, they show that their approach
is scalable, tractable, and yet retains high fidelity. Since the
dependencies among the sub-models are resolved via fixed-point
iteration, they prove the existence of a solution. Results from our
analysis show the impact of workload and system characteristics
on two performance measures: mean response delay and job
rejection probability.
Provisioning for Internet-facing applications such as cloud
backup or cloud network games is sensitive to wide-area network
metrics such as a round trip time, bandwidth, or loss rates.
In order to optimize the quality of the service provision in
hybrid clouds, it is highly valuable for the hybrid clouds to
collect detailed network metrics between participating nodes
of the hybrid clouds. However, since nodes can be large-scale
and dynamic, the network metrics may be diverse for different
cloud resources; it is challenging to increase the generality,
scalability, accuracy, and the robustness of the measurement
process. To solve this problem, Yongquan, Yijie, and Ernst in
their paper titled ‘‘A General Scalable and Accurate Decentralized
Level Monitoring Method for Large-scale Dynamic Service Provision
in Hybrid Clouds’’ propose a novel distributed level monitoring
method, called Hierarchical Performance Measurement (HPM),
satisfying these requirements. For each kind of network metric,
HPM represents the degree of pairwise closeness with discrete
level values inspired by the hierarchical clustering tree. HPM maps
probed metric to discrete levels based on an existing distributed
K-means clustering method that helps maximize the similarity of
the network metric in the same level, which therefore optimizes
the matching between pairwise levels and the real-world pairwise
proximity. Furthermore, for scalability reasons, HPM computes
the pairwise levels with decentralized coordinates. Each node
independently maintains its low-dimensional coordinate based on
a novel decentralized implementation of the Maximum Margin
Matrix Factorization method, which optimizes the mapping
between the network metrics and the level values. Simulation
results for the round trip time, bandwidth, loss, and hop count
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metric confirm that HPM converges fast, is robust to parameter
settings, scales well with increasing levels or system size, and
adapts well to diverse metrics. A prototype deployment on the
PlanetLab platform shows that HPM not only converges fast, but
also incurs modest bandwidth costs. Finally, applying HPM to
optimize the service provision of hybrid clouds shows that HPM
can achieve close to optimal solutions.
Hosting a multi-tier application using cloud-based hardware resources requires deploying components of the application stack
across CPU resources to provide the application’s infrastructure
while considering factors such as scalability, fault tolerance, performance and deployment costs. In the paper titled ‘‘Performance
Implications of Multi-Tier Application Deployments on Infrastructureas-a-Service Clouds: Towards Performance Modelling’’; Wes Lloyd
et al. present results from an empirical study which investigates
implications for application performance and resource requirements (such as CPU, storage and network) resulting from how
multi-tier applications deployed to cloud environments. They investigate the implications of: (1) component placement across
CPUs, (2) CPU memory size, (3) CPU hypervisor type (KVM vs. XEN),
and (4) CPU placement across physical hosts (provisioning variation). All possible deployment configurations for two multi-tier
application variants are tested. One application variant was computationally bound by the application middleware, the other
bound by geospatial queries. The best performing deployments required as few as CPUs VMs, half the number required for CPUlevel service isolation, demonstrating potential cost savings when
components can be consolidated. Resource utilization (such as
CPU time, disk I/O, and network I/O) varied with component
deployment location, CPU memory allocation, and the hypervisor used (XEN or KVM) demonstrating how application deployment decisions impact required resources. Isolating application
components using separate CPUs produced performance overhead
of ∼1%–2%. Provisioning variation of CPUs across physical hosts
produced overhead up to 3%. Relationships between resource utilization and performance were assessed using multiple linear regressions to develop a model to predict application deployment
performance. Their model explained over 84% of the variance and
predicted application performance with mean absolute error of
only ∼.3 s with CPU time, disk sector reads, and disk sector writes
serving as the most powerful predictors of application performance.
Recall that Cloud-hosted applications run on virtualized
physical servers deployed across multiple data centres. The task
or application request from the same or different group of endusers can be abstracted as a Virtual Network (VN) request, which
are supported by the same underlying substrate network and
thus share its resources. Therefore, efficient mapping techniques
that intelligently use the substrate network resources are critical.
Current research only considers the case when the VN requests
are static. However, end-user demands and the corresponding VN
requests can change dynamically. In their paper titled ‘‘A Cost
Efficient Framework and Algorithm for Embedding Dynamic Virtual
Network Requests’’, Gang, Hongfang, Vishal, and Lemin address
the issue of how to optimally reconfigure and map an existing
VN while the VN request changes. They first model this problem
as a mathematical optimization problem with the objective of
minimizing the reconfiguration cost by using mixed integer linear
programming. Since the optimal problem is NP-hard, they also
propose heuristic algorithms for solving it efficiently. They validate
and evaluate their framework and algorithms by conducting
extensive simulations on different realistic networks under various
scenarios, and by comparing with existing approaches. Their
simulation results show that the proposed approach outperforms
existing solutions.
Hybrid cloud computing is gaining popularity among mobile
users. The ABI Research predicts that the number of mobile
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cloud computing subscribers is expected to grow from 42.8
million (1.1% of total mobile users) in 2008 to 998 million (19%
of total mobile users) in 2014. Despite the hype achieved by
mobile cloud computing, the growth of mobile cloud computing
subscribers is still below expectations. According to the recent
survey conducted by International Data Corporation, most IT
Executives and CEOs are not interested to adopt such services
due to the risks associated with security and privacy. The security
threats have become a hurdle in the rapid adaptability of the
mobile cloud computing paradigm. Significant efforts have been
devoted in research organizations and academia to build secure
mobile cloud computing environments and infrastructures. In spite
of the efforts, there are a number of loopholes and challenges that
still exist in the security policies of mobile cloud computing. In the
paper titled ‘‘Towards Secure Mobile Cloud Computing: A Survey’’,
Abdul, Laiha, Samee, and Sajjad et al. present the literature review
that: (a) highlights the current state of the art work proposed to
secure mobile cloud computing infrastructures, (b) identifies the
potential problems, and (c) provides a taxonomy of the state of the
art.
Hybrid computing environments is not only beneficial to SMEs
and business applications, but also to scientists, who can now
run data-intensive scientific applications by leveraging its vast
storage and computation capabilities. During the scheduling of
such scientific applications for execution, various computation
data flows will happen between the controller and CPU resource
instances. Amongst various QoS metrics, data security is always
become one of the greatest concerns to scientists because their
data may be intercepted or stolen by malicious parties during
those data flows, especially for less secure hybrid cloud systems.
An existing typical method for addressing this issue is to apply
Internet Key Exchange (IKE) scheme to generate and exchange
session keys, and then to apply these keys for performing
symmetric-key encryption which will encrypt those data flows.
However, the IKE scheme suffers from low efficiency due to its
low performance of asymmetric-key cryptological operations over
a large amount of data and high-density operations which are
exactly the characteristics of scientific applications. In paper titled
‘‘CCBKE -Session Key Negotiation for Fast and Secure Scheduling
of Scientific Applications in Cloud Computing’’, Chang, Xuyun,
and Chi propose Cloud Computing Background Key Exchange
(CCBKE), a novel authenticated key exchange scheme that aims
at efficient security-aware scheduling of scientific applications.
Their scheme is designed based on randomness-reuse strategy
and Internet Key Exchange (IKE) scheme. Theoretical analyses
and experimental results demonstrate that, compared with the
IKE scheme, their CCBKE scheme can significantly improve
the efficiency by dramatically reducing time consumption and
computation load without sacrificing the level of security.
The last decade has witnessed an explosion of the interest in
technologies of large simulation with the rapid growth of both
the complexity and the scale of problem domains. Modelling &
simulation of crowd is a typical paradigm, especially when dealing
with large crowd. In the paper ‘‘Hybrid Modelling and Simulation
of Huge Crowd over a Hierarchical Grid Architecture’’ Dan Chen
et al. construct a hybrid computing infrastructure for simulation of
evacuating tens of thousands of pedestrians in an urban area. The
simulation infrastructure can facilitate a large crowd simulation
comprising models of different grains and various types in nature.
A number of agent-based and computational models residing at
two distinctive administrative domains operate together, which
successfully presents the dynamics of the complex scenario at
scales of both individual and crowd levels. Experimental results
indicate that the proposed hybrid modelling and simulation
approach can effectively cope with the size and complexity of a
scenario involving a huge crowd.

4. Conclusions
Hybrid computing environment is making rapid progress
in acceptance by SMEs, government agencies, universities and
scientists. Such computing environment cannot only reduce
management costs, but is pivotal to enabling next generation of
applications on unprecedented scales. Research and development
efforts in hybrid computing environments are still at infancy. More
tangible efforts are needed, if hybrid computing environments
has to become primetime. Hybrid computing environments has
potential to improve many application areas including scalable
programming (such as HPC and multicore), future networking and
general application provisioning. The researchers not only need
to overcome technological challenges, but also legal, economic,
environmental, and standardization challenges. In this special
issue, we have selected some research papers that aim to address
these challenges. We hope that the readers will find the articles of
this special issue to be informative and useful.
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